
On August 3-4 2019, SWVADA welcomed home Cody Armstrong, of 
Edgemore, SC,  to a VADA -sponsored clinic hosted at Hill of Dreams Equestrian 
Center in Wirtz, VA. The facility was excellent, offering a covered arena, day or 
overnight stabling, cold water, coffee and breakfast items, in an air-conditioned tack 
and meeting room. There were 10 mounted participants each day and a number of 
auditors in attendance.  Riders included juniors and amateurs of all ages and 
experiences, and auditors included L graduates and professionals. 
 

Saturday started with Beckie Mitchell on 10 year old Rubicon, who are 
schooling second and some third level. Ruby needed to be more engaged from 
behind, and they spent time spiraling in and out on circles, turns on the haunches 
and  trot to walk transitions in shoulder in while softly closing fingers on the reins to 
supple and remind him to carry himself. Transitions from walk to trot to “almost 
walk” then trot improved the connection from leg to hand. 
 Julia Moran rode Regal de Baladin, an 11 year old draft cross, who was quite 
uncertain about the covered arena. They worked on small circles with more inside 
flexion of the jaw to keep his attention while moving his haunches around. Then 
they focused on making transitions count with preparation and a long inside leg to 
improve connection, making them crisper and getting him more in front of his 
rider’s leg. On small circles and figures of eight, they developed more suppleness 
and bend while maintaining the energy and connecting him equally in both reins. On 
Sunday, they built upon the previous day by adding widening her hands to funnel 
him into where she wants to go. She was encouraged to never allow her hands to be 
more narrow than her elbows. In the lengthened paces she should keep her outside 
connection and do not let her reins get longer and ride that nice big trot into the 
canter. 
 Kathy Wilson rode Mulligan, a 7 year old OTTB who could be quite saucy. 
They focused on rider position, sitting more upright and less leaning forward with 
soft changes of bend and direction. For down transitions, Cody had Kathy think of 
sinking down into her thighs, like doing a small squat, while keeping him straight. 
She reminded Kathy to not turn her shoulders overmuch for turns, but to keep her 
outside shoulder back and down and just turn her head. When he got spooky, Cody 
had Kathy put his nose on her foot and move his haunches out and then go back to 
soft changes of bend and direction, and to practice this at home so it is established 
for when she needs this. 
 Bob Whitehurst rode Angel, a13 year old draft cross who had little mileage 
due to injuries and having been a broodmare. They started on 10m circles and 
figures of 8 to establish roundness and bend and to put her on the outside rein. They 
kept it simple, riding her forward and around his long inside leg without over 
flexing and keeping her equal in both reins and through over her poll. This expanded 
to a 20m circle, riding her ears down to the ground, keeping that equal connection 
and then adding 10m tear drops with changes of bend and direction and finally trot 
to almost walk and back to trot to test out this new contact. This was an excellent 
lesson to watch! 
 Annie Connelly was one of 4 riders to ride both days. Her 14 year old DWB, 
Oliver, made his PSG debut in July, and Annie is a USDF bronze and silver medalist. 



They warmed up in serpentines to encourage him to stretch his neck out and down. 
Quickly they moved into transitions in shoulder in to help lighten the forehand. 
Cody is a treasure trove of exercises and I will list several here. Canter down the 
long wall in haunches in to 20m half circle in medium canter and back to the wall in 
haunches in. Counter canter in shoulder fore to walk transition on the wall. Come 
down the quarter line, leg yield to the wall in shoulder fore or shoulder in. Think 
about the down transitions having the last things to touch the ground must be the 
front legs. For canter pirouettes, think of each step as a canter-depart. Ride the 
corners in haunches in. Annie rode down the center line in shoulder in, changed to 
haunches in and turned into the corner in haunches in making schooling pirouettes 
at the corner letters on each side and back down the center line. Her homework was 
to do 100 transitions between gaits to improve engagement. On Sunday, they 
worked on making his transitions more uphill. Cantering in shoulder in with 
transitions to walk, still in shoulder in, is really hard! For the flying changes, Oliver 
wants to fall to the right, so he was leg yielded to the right before asking for the 
change. There was also canter in half pass to counter shoulder fore in 2 steps, then 
change to the new lead in shoulder fore. In the canter pirouettes, they came down 
the quarter line, half passed to the center line, did a schooling  half pirouette and 
half passed back to the center line. Annie was reminded to close her inner thigh to 
hold the bend. 
 Farm owner, Nikki Haber rode her versatile Morgan mare and focused on her 
having a softer bend in her elbows in serpentines and tear drops with changes of 
bend and direction with a goal of having rounder upward transitions and regulating 
speed more efficiently. On Sunday, Nikki rode her freisian, Eef, and worked on 
slowing him down in leg yields and making them a bit more sideways than forward. 
They learned about “forward” not being faster, but having more RPMs, and doing 
canter lengthenings in shoulder fore helped with that. Cody also focused on Nikki’s 
position, more bend in her elbows, chin up and pulling her shoulder blades together 
and down and then relaxing them. 
 Judy Altizer brought her 7 year old Arabian gelding, Rip. He tends to fall to 
the right in both directions, so their goal was to connect him to the outside rein and 
drive him into that “wall” between her hand and leg, making him equal on both 
reins. Judy helped him with this by bringing her right should down and back to fix 
his right shoulder. On a circle they worked on transitions in a slight leg yield and 
keeping her shoulders perpendicular to the wall on straight lines. They rode 
forward and back in the trot (accordion) to figure out just how much of a half halt 
was needed and to build strength. 
 Rachel Roy rode her newly acquired appendix QH mare and had a wonderful 
lesson on position; one that I have been emulating ever since! Sit up, open your 
chest and ride the forehand up.  They spiraled in and out on a 20m circle in trot to 
walk transitions to improve the inside leg to outside hand connection. We learned 
how to BREATHE out our elbows and relax the back of our arms for a softer, 
following contact with the bit. They moved on to tear drops and serpentines and 
transitions between trot and walk in leg yield for supplness. Rachel tended to twist 
to the inside when tracking right and drop her left hip, so she was reminded to 
anchor her left elbow and shoulder back and sit more on her left seat bone. In 



transitions they learned to go more forward in a better trot with inside bend before 
asking for the canter, and in the down transitions, to not ask for them until the gait 
she was in was the best it could be. This was another excellent session on basics that 
I could take home! 
 Robin White and her OTTB Brett the Jet, a 6 year old OTTB and eventer 
needed to be more forward in the trot. Robin is a very tall young lady who needed to 
open her chest, roll her shoulders back, don’t collapse and bring her hands a bit 
more out in front of her and his trot got much larger when she did. They worked on 
spiraling in and out without slowing down and lengthening his frame on bending 
lines to help him to build strength and muscle. His trot improved so much through 
the accordion exercises! 
 Riley Carr rode her OTTB that she hopes to develop into an event horse. First 
she needed to lengthen her stirrups to improve contact with her mounts sides. She 
also needed to understand the difference between forward and faster. They worked 
on circles spiraling in and out  without losing impulsion to create connection. Just 
working her wrist was all that was needed to get her horse to flex and soften her 
jaw. If she tossed her head up, make it more uncomfortable for her by closing your 
hand and leg and ask for a more forward, not faster, gait. 
 Reagan Roy brought her ZLA Cordero, a 15 year old Arabian cross gelding 
who is working first level. He had too much neck bend to the left and not enough to 
the right, so they fixed this on 10 m circles to the left and right while looking up and 
putting his nose closer to her knee to the right while allowing it on the outside, and a 
little counter flexion to the left. There were lots of spiraling in and out on circles to 
connect him to the outside rein and leg yields from the quarter line to the wall and 
immediately into a 10m circle for suppleness. For trot to canter transitions, she was 
to rev up the RPMs in trot before asking for the canter and push him out into the 
outside rein. 
 Evie Washburn rode her lovely 13 year old German Riding Pony, Mallie on 
Sunday. Evie was reminded to not twist her torso and get crooked, to carry her 
shoulders evenly and to place her lower leg more directly underneath her hips. She 
also needed to lift her chin and push her shoulders back and down. They did 
transitions in leg yield to improve outside connection as the mare wants to throw 
her head up and fall into them rather than keeping active behind. She needed to go 
more forward in the canter and in the down transitions, push her into the outside 
rein and into a forward trot, staying more active behind. 
 Bernard Hylton was our last to ride on Sunday on Protect and Serve, a 9 year 
old OTTB. This should have been the first lesson of the weekend. Bernard is a 
lifelong event rider who is largely self -taught. They started out on small circles 
working on simple flexions of the jaw to get “Seal” to soften into the contact and 
come over his back. Bernard had to remember to relax and lengthen his very long 
elegant leg and allow it to softly contact his horse in the rhythm of the gait. In trot to 
walk transitions, he needed to simply “post it down” into a relaxed walk so that it 
flowed. They spent time on 20m circles riding his ears down with soft arms. In the 
halt, he softly asked his horse to flex, not bend, to each direction and walk off 
maintaining that connection. They moved on to leg yields from the quarter line to 



the wall, with a simple flexion to the inside before the down transition into a soft 
contact. This was another session that I have taken home and worked on. 
 I also participated in this clinic. On Saturday and Sunday I rode Wasabi, my 7 
year old ISR Oldenburg who is competing at first and second level, and on Saturday I 
also rode Farbenspiel, my 14 year old Trakehner cross., who has shown third level. I 
am also a USDF bronze and silver medalist. My horses are quite different. Farben is 
small and hot and I am responsible for having trained him to be stiff, as I have been 
stiff in my neck and shoulders for years. Wasabi is supple and tends to be a bit more 
behind the leg. Both of my horses I ride over bent to the left and under bent to the 
right. On Saturday night, Farben’s exercises were counter canter 20 m circle to 10 m 
circle in true canter, canter 10m circle in haunches in to a walk transition, ½ circles 
in haunches in at the canter to ½ pirouettes to 1/2circle in haunches in. Because he 
badly anticipates upward transitions, we did walk in shoulder in to canter and 
immediately in haunches in, and shoulder in with transitions from canter to walk 
and trot to walk staying in shoulder in until he BEGGED for a down transition. We 
also worked on turns on the haunches to leg yield and again, and turns on the 
haunches to half pass, all to engage the hind end and get him through on the outside 
rein.  I rode Wasabi’s ears down and then softened, as did others. To improve 
roundness in the canter I widened my hands a little. Our walk to canter transitions 
were a problem at our last show, so we did a little walk to jog repetitions to sharpen 
him to my aids for the walk to canter. We did many a leg yield to the wall for 
transitions in shoulder fore, canter in shoulder fore and cantered in a square all to 
get him more through on the outside rein. He is very “wiggly” in his neck, so we 
worked on keeping him more straight in the serpentines as we crossed the 
centerlines. In the mediums paces, we were encouraged to allow them to build 
rather than push them, and ride the down transitions in shoulders fore. Wasabi also 
got to ride the turns on haunches to half pass or leg yield to improve the steps 
behind for the turns. Canter down the long wall in haunches in to a ½ 20 m circle in 
medium canter and back to the haunches in added suppleness and connection. 
There were so many exercises that I can build upon! 
 This clinic was in part funded by a grant from VADA, but was also made 
affordable through the generosity of the owners and trainers of Hill Of Dreams. If an 
attendee watched lessons in addition to their ridden participation, there is no 
reason for anyone to feel they did not get well more than their money’s worth. This 
is exactly the type of educational events we need to be hosting! 
 


